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Appendix A
ERRATA, REVISIONS, OTHER INFORMATION

Errata
Page S-4, last paragraph. Add comma after “e.g.” and change “advertizing” to “advertising.”
Page 3-6, first paragraph, first and second lines, change “affect” to “effect.”
Page 3-7, last paragraph, change “Union Pacific” to “UP” and “Oregon Pacific Railroad” to “OP.”
Page 3-40, second paragraph, change “affect” to “effect.”
Page 3-43, third paragraph, line 7, drop comma after “Project’s.”

Revisions
None.

Other Information
None.

Appendix B
RESPONSES TO COMMENTS ON THE ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT
Portland Streetcar Loop Project

DRAFT

3/28/08

Comment Capsule Summary (see complete
Commenter Name,
No. comment)
Response
Affiliation
Jason Tell, Region 1, Oregon 1
The streetcar's effect on traffic at the I- Project sponsors have already begun working with ODOT to avoid interfering with compliance with
state standards on ODOT facilities, especially the I-5/Broadway/Weidler Interchange, and will
Department of Transportation
5/Broadway/Weidler Interchange is a
continue to do so through preliminary engineering and final design. ODOT has clarified that its
concern and project sponsors need to
work with ODOT to resolve the concern. concern was over streetcar traffic signal preemption at intersections at the interchange ramp ends.
Project sponsors have clarified to ODOT that the streetcar would not have signal preemption at these
intersections.

Jim Howell, AORTA

1

Streetcars should be operated on the
transit mall downtown.

2

The South Corridor light rail line should The comment addresses a project different from the proposed project. Future studies may address light
be routed on the east side of the
rail on the east side of the Willamette River.
Willamette River.

3

Routing the South Corridor light rail line Comment #3 would not meet the project purpose and need. It would not provide for a Central City
on the east side of the Willamette River circulator. [In addition to the project's purpose and need the 1988 Portland Central City Plan called for
would provide fast, direct service.
"...Plan and construct an inner city transit loop (possibly on Grand Ave.)" Further, the 1995 Portland
Central City Transportation Management Plan stated thed desire to develop a Central City streetcar
circulator). Furthermore, the comment raises alignment issues related to the current South Corridor
Streetcars instead of the South Corridor The existing streetcar system does serve the South Waterfront area. This comment also addresses the
light rail project should serve the South current South Corridor DEIS Project.
Waterfront area.

4

1

As numbered on copies of written comments.

Appendix B Comment Responses 6-12-08

The transportation purpose of the Portland Streetcar Loop Project is to "provide a Central City transit
circulator to address the transportation needs of the residents, workers and visitors traveling within the
Portland Central City. . ." It would provide the northern crossing of the Willamette River and the east
side component, creating, in conjunction with light rail on the downtown Portland transit mall, a full
loop, except for the southern crossing of the River. The project would not preclude operating streetcars
on the transit mall downtown in the future.
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Appendix B
RESPONSES TO COMMENTS ON THE ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT
Portland Streetcar Loop Project

DRAFT

Commenter Name,
Affiliation

Terry Parker

1

Comment Capsule Summary (see complete
No. comment)
5
The Eastside Streetcar Loop should
cross the Willamette River on the
Hawthorne Bridge.

1

The primary purpose of streetcars is to
subsidize private land development.

2

Financial gain by members of the board
of directors of Portland Streetcar, Inc.,
and project advisory committee
members should raise red flags.

As numbered on copies of written comments.

Appendix B Comment Responses 6-12-08

3/28/08

Response
Previous studies (South Corridor SDEIS 2004) evaluated using the Hawthorne Bridge for fixed rail
systems. The relatively low clearance of the Hawthorne Bridge requires more frequent lifts for river
traffic than the other Willamette Bridges. These more frequent lifts could have impacts to providing
reliable transit service. The proposed project anticipates a future southern crossing of the Willamette
River that would be constructed as a part of the South Corridor Phase 2 project. The Streetcar Central
City Loop would use the yet-to-be determined crossing route that is expected to result from the
Milwaukie LRT Project See p 2-3 of the EA last paragraph
The Portland Eastside Loop Project, like most transit projects, has multiple objectives, including
improving Portland Central City transit access and circulation, supporting existing and future transit
investments that serve the Portland Central City, supporting economic development in the Portland
Central City, and reducing reliance on single-occupancy vehicle trips to and within the Portland
Central City. Because it will serve the Central City, many people in Portland would benefit from it.

Unlike previous Portland streetcar projects, TriMet would be the grantee of Federal funds for this
project, not Portland Streetcar, Inc. The project would be a public infrastructure investment benefiting
the community as a whole, which includes many property and business owners and residents. Partial
capital funding would come from a local improvement district paid for by owners of properties located
adjacent to or near the project route, and sponsorships would provide partial funding of operating
costs. Consequently, participation in project development by property owners is both necessary and
appropriate. Project development documents have listed advisory committee members and the
members of the board of directors of Portland Streetcar, Inc., are listed on its web site, providing full
disclosure. The Metro Council gave final approval of the Locally Preferred Alternative; it is made up
exclusively of elected officials who have no personal financial stake in properties in the project area.
49 CFR § 18.36(b)(3), which would apply to TriMet as grantee, states, among other requirements, "No
employee, officer or agent of the grantee or sub-grantee shall
participate in selection, or in the award or administration of a contract supported by
Federal funds if a conflict of interest, real or apparent, would be involved."
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RESPONSES TO COMMENTS ON THE ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT
Portland Streetcar Loop Project

DRAFT

Commenter Name,
Affiliation

1

Comment Capsule Summary (see complete
No. comment)
3
The streetcar will cause congestion on
MLK Boulevard and Grand Avenue.

Response
Traffic analysis for the proposed Portland Streetcar Loop Project has been done and indicates that the
streetcar route would not significantly impact traffic along the route. In general the streetcar would
move with traffic, with on-street stops affecting traffic similar to a TriMet bus. The alignment of the
Portland Streetcar Loop would use the right-hand lane on Grand Avenue and MLK Boulevard, which
would minimize any potential impacts on truck operations. Trucks on Grand Avenue are generally in
the left hand lanes to access I-5 and the Willamette River bridges. Trucks from I-5 destined to the
Brooklyn rail yard generally merge onto MLK Boulevard in the left-hand lane and generally do not
transition into the right-hand lane until they are near or beyond the south end of the streetcar tracks.
The Broadway bridge is generally less congested than some other Willamette River bridges. The
Portland Streetcar Loop would provide another option for people to cross the Willamette River without
using their cars. It is true that the streetcar being a track-based vehicle has less flexibility to change
routes.
However, the Portland Streetcar Loop is within an urbanized inner-city area that is
largely urban in nature and, therefore, traffic patterns are unlikely to change
significantly from those of today.

4

The Portland Streetcar Loop should be
routed on 6th Avenue.

5

The Portland Streetcar Loop will require While the comment is correct that the project will require ongoing operating cost subsidies, all modes
continuing public subsidies.
of transportation require subsidies. Higher transit ridership reduces the need for new street and
highway facilities, yielding high cost savings. Expected increases in the cost of gasoline may increase
ridership and future fare amounts are subject to adjustment, possibly reducing the amount of needed
subsidies.

As numbered on copies of written comments.

Appendix B Comment Responses 6-12-08

3/28/08

The alternatives analysis seriously considered, but rejected, use of 6th Avenue because "the zoning
east of 6th Avenue is industrial sanctuary which limits the redevelopment potential of the area. The
greater redevelopment opportunities, zoning, and existing fabric were influential in recommending the
MLK/Grand corridor." See City of Portland, Eastside Streetcar Alignment Study, June 23, 2003, p. 9.
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RESPONSES TO COMMENTS ON THE ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT
Portland Streetcar Loop Project

DRAFT

Commenter Name,
Affiliation

Comment Capsule Summary (see complete
No. comment)
6
The Portland Streetcar Loop should be
able to stand on its own.

7

1

In light of the previous points, the
Portland Streetcar Loop is not "an
efficient transportation option for the
region."

As numbered on copies of written comments.

Appendix B Comment Responses 6-12-08

3/28/08

Response
The project is intended to improve the operation of the transit system as a whole, not to operate
independently of the rest of the transit system. Achieving the benefits for the transit system as a whole
requires adjusting other components of the system as each new major transit facility opens for
operations. In this case some buses will be rerouted. Transfers are a common and necessary feature of
a comprehensive transit system.

This comment summarizes the commenter's previous comments. In addition to the responses to those
comments, above, the project provides an alternative means of transportation in an area that will
experience increasing congestion over time.
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RESPONSES TO COMMENTS ON THE ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT
Portland Streetcar Loop Project

DRAFT

Commenter Name,
Affiliation
Allie Medeiros
Kathy Rakers

Comment Capsule Summary (see complete
No. comment)
1
The Portland Streetcar Loop would
worsen congestion.

3/28/08

Response
Simulation modeling of the proposed Portland Streetcar Loop indicates that the streetcar route would
not significantly impact the traffic congestion along the route. In general the streetcar will move with
traffic with on-street stops producing traffic impacts similar to a TriMet bus.
There are ten locations where a streetcar-only traffic signal phasing is proposed. Only seven of those
intersections require all other movements to stop. Four of those seven require only approximately five
seconds to give the streetcar a space to merge into the through lane ahead of the general traffic. This
would be similar to the amount of delay a vehicle would incur when it allows a bus to merge into
traffic from a bus pull-out at the beginning of a green light. At three locations where longer delays are
required to allow the streetcar to turn across travel lanes, the simulations indicate that the increased
delay from the streetcar-only phase would dissipate within one to three cycle lengths.
The streetcar-only phases would be used only when the streetcar is present, which
would be approximately every 11 to 15 minutes. There are no existing travel lanes that
are proposed for conversion to transit-only lanes. The transit only lanes proposed in
the plan are created by using space currently designated for other uses, including
parking lanes, shoulders, medians and, in limited cases, portions of extra-wide
sidewalk.
Providing a high quality transit mode on the proposed alignment will likely encourage
some drivers to leave their cars at home and take the streetcar, freeing up some
roadway capacity for other users.

1

As numbered on copies of written comments.
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RESPONSES TO COMMENTS ON THE ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT
Portland Streetcar Loop Project

DRAFT

Commenter Name,
Affiliation

Comment Capsule Summary (see complete
No. comment)
2
The traffic analysis does not include
projections of opening year volumes.

3

1

The traffic analysis does not evaluate
added vehicle delay.

As numbered on copies of written comments.

Appendix B Comment Responses 6-12-08

3/28/08

Response
There are ten locations where a streetcar-only traffic signal phasing is proposed. Only seven of those
intersections require all other movements to stop. Four of those seven require only approximately five
seconds to give the streetcar a space to merge into the through lane ahead of the general traffic. This
would be similar to the amount of delay a vehicle would incur when it allows a bus to merge into
traffic from a bus pull-out at the beginning of a green light. At three locations where longer delays are
required to allow the streetcar to turn across travel lanes, the simulations indicate that the increased
delay from the streetcar-only phase would dissipate within one to three cycle lengths. The streetcaronly phases would be used only when the streetcar is present, which would be approximately every 11
to 15 minutes.

There are no existing travel lanes that are proposed for conversion to transit-only lanes. The transit
only lanes proposed in the plan are created by using space currently designated for other uses,
including parking lanes, shoulders, medians and, in limited cases, portions of extra-wide sidewalk.
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RESPONSES TO COMMENTS ON THE ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT
Portland Streetcar Loop Project

DRAFT

Commenter Name,
Affiliation

Comment Capsule Summary (see complete
No. comment)
4
Streetcar service would be slowed by
congestion.

3/28/08

Response
It is true that the streetcar will be slowed by congestion because it generally travels with traffic.
However, the lanes used by the streetcar on its route were chosen to reduce the impact of congestion
on the streetcar and limit the impact of streetcar operations on general traffic. The lane the streetcar
would travel in is generally the lane with the lowest traffic volume and least amount of delay. Transitonly lanes have been added in some locations on MLK Boulevard to improve streetcar travel time
without removing existing general travel lanes. Additional turning lanes have been added to improve
general traffic flow at some locations. Limited streetcar signal priority is proposed to improve streetcar
travel times. These design features would continue to be refined as the design process moves forward,
with the goal of providing a reliable and efficient streetcar service that impacts traffic operations as
little as practical.

Simulation modeling does not indicate added delay on the Broadway/Weidler Couplet from the
presence of a streetcar that would cause queuing onto I-5. The streetcar is
purposefully not in the lanes used primarily by traffic entering or exiting I-5. It is true
that those ramps, especially the northbound off-ramp to Weidler Street, occasionally
queue onto I-5 today.
During peak periods, MLK Boulevard and Grand Avenue are congested today and
some drivers divert to other routes. Drivers on MLK Boulevard and Grand Avenue
today are generally drivers who prefer that route and are willing to live with the
congestion. Minor and temporary increases in delay on these already-congested
streets, as the streetcar moves through a location, are unlikely to be enough to cause
drivers to change their routes.

5

1

The Portland Streetcar Loop isn't
essential to spur redevelopment.

As numbered on copies of written comments.
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RESPONSES TO COMMENTS ON THE ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT
Portland Streetcar Loop Project

DRAFT

Commenter Name,
Affiliation
Sally Thomas

Jim Howell

1

Comment Capsule Summary (see complete
No. comment)
Response
1
Turning the east side into another Pearl Simulation modeling does not indicate added delay on the Broadway/Weidler Couplet from the
District should be avoided.
presence of a streetcar that would cause queuing onto I-5. The streetcar is purposefully not in the lanes
used primarily by traffic entering or exiting I-5. It is true that those ramps, especially the northbound
off-ramp to Weidler Street, occasionally queue onto I-5 today.

2

Will funding for the project reduce
funding for low-income housing.

1

The Portland Streetcar Loop adds little
new transit service.

During peak periods, MLK Boulevard and Grand Avenue are congested today and some drivers divert
to other routes. Drivers on MLK Boulevard and Grand Avenue today are generally drivers who prefer
that route and are willing to live with the congestion. Minor and temporary increases in delay on these
already-congested streets, as the streetcar moves through a location, are unlikely to be enough to cause
drivers to change their routes.

2

The Portland Streetcar Loop and No
Build Alternative degrade existing bus
service.

Implementation of any new fixed route transit service typically requires adjustments to the other transit
service. Bus service in the area is typically adjusted to complement the newer fixed route service. In
some cases the change in bus service could benefit some bus riders and reduce service to other riders.
The reduction of bus service on MLK Boulevard and Grand Avenue is a tradeoff against the benefits
that the Portland Streetcar Loop would provide, including higher capacity and the provision of a
downtown transit circulator. Some riders would have reduced service, but many other riders would
have improved service.

3

The Portland Streetcar Loop should use The Broadway Bridge is the most direct connection between the Pearl and Lloyd Districts. It is also the
best route to serve the Central City circulator function of the Streetcar Loop Project. Adding streetcar
the Steel Bridge instead of the
to the Steel Bridge would have the disadvantages of providing a less direct route, further concentrating
Broadway Bridge.
fixed route transit on a single bridge, and improving transit where it already exists, rather than
improving it on a different route.

As numbered on copies of written comments.
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Appendix B
RESPONSES TO COMMENTS ON THE ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT
Portland Streetcar Loop Project

DRAFT

Commenter Name,
Affiliation

1

Comment Capsule Summary (see complete
No. comment)
4
The Portland Streetcar Loop alignment
should follow 7th Avenue.

Response
Routing streetcars on 7th Avenue and Grand Avenues through the Lloyd District was selected as the
preferred route because it would increase ridership compared to other routes that were evaluated,
because it is closer to origins and destinations desired by riders. This deviation of the route from the
MLK/Grand Couplet allows the transit service to extend further into the Lloyd District, where there is
extensive high density and mixed use development that will generate higher ridership. Rails and
overhead lines indicate to the public the streetcar route, helping to reduce confusion. The traffic
analysis indicates that the project would not cause serious traffic problems on MLK Boulevard or
Grand Avenue.

5

The Portland Streetcar Loop should
cross I-84 on a new bridge at 7th
Avenue.

6

The added system ridership does not
The purposes of the project are to provide a Central City transit circulator , support additional
justify the cost of the Portland Streetcar economic development, and add transit ridership to the system. The South Waterfront is served by the
Loop.
existing streetcar and will be served by the future Milwaukie LRT Project.

7

The Portland Streetcar Loop should be Previous studies (South Corridor SDEIS 2004) evaluated using the Hawthorne Bridge for fixed rail
connected to the South Waterfront area systems. The relatively low clearance of the Hawthorne Bridge requires more frequent lifts for river
via the Hawthorne Bridge.
traffic than the other Willamette Bridges. These more frequent lifts could have impacts to providing
reliable transit service. As a result, the proposed project does not include a southern crossing of the
Willamette River using the Hawthorne Bridge. Instead it contemplates completing a Central City loop
with a future and as yet undetermined river crossing route, that is expected to be determined by the
Milwaukie LRT Project. See p. 2-3 of the EA, last paragraph. Some transfers are an unavoidable
feature of any transit system. The predominant volume of expected transit trips from Milwaukie to
downtown will not require a transfer. The purpose of the Streetcar Loop is in part to disseminate trips

As numbered on copies of written comments.
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3/28/08

The alternatives analysis stated that "The proposed 7th Avenue Bridge is recommended to be
implemented with or without streetcar crossing." See City of Portland, Eastside Streetcar Alignment
Study, June 23, 2003, p. 8. The bridge is not part of the proposed project because 7th Avenue was
rejected as a route in favor of MLK Boulevard and Grand Avenue.
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RESPONSES TO COMMENTS ON THE ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT
Portland Streetcar Loop Project

DRAFT

Commenter Name,
Affiliation

3/28/08

Comment Capsule Summary (see complete
No. comment)
8
The Portland Streetcar Loop should be
routed differently in the vicinity of
OMSI.

Response
The alternatives analysis evaluated numerous routes, including some similar to the routing proposed in
this comment. There are several important design constraints just east of OMSI. They include crossing
of the Union Pacific Railroad (UPRR) and maintaining required clearance for the PGE electric
transmission lines both vertically and horizontally. An at-grade crossing of the Streetcar alignment
with UPRR would present safety and operational issues. To avoid these issues it was decided that the
There should be a light rail link to Oaks The South Corridor Phase 2 (or Milwaukie LRT) Project would provide a transportation connection
between the Central City and the Sellwood area, among other locations. The Portland Streetcar Loop
Amusement Park and the Sellwood
would link to the South Corridor light rail line at the south end of the proposed project. It would
district.
connect the Lloyd District and other tourist destinations to the future LRT project.

Julia Banzi

1

Jean Anderson Pezzi

1

"The loop would provide simple noComment noted. The comment is consistent with the purpose of the proposed project.
transfer access to the inner east side and
provide the basis for later extensions."

Bev Anslow and Cicely
Sullivan

1

The streetcar should run to Milwaukie,
Gladstone, and Oregon City.

The South Corridor Phase 2 project is being planned to provide a high capacity transit connection
between the Central City and Milwaukie.

David Johnson

1

The project should be phased.

Comment noted. The project staff evaluated several MOS options, and the project selected the fulllength Project.

2

Will there be a sign language interpreter Metro's public involvement coordinator attempted to contact the commenter to answer his questions
at the March 6, 2008, open house?
about the workshop. Metro provided a sign language interpreter at the workshop, but the commenter
did not attend.

1

As numbered on copies of written comments.
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Portland Streetcar Loop Project

DRAFT

Commenter Name,
Affiliation
Bicycle Committee, Lloyd
Transportation Management
Association

1

Comment Capsule Summary (see complete
No. comment)
1
The Portland Streetcar Loop may cause
bicycle accidents and result in conflicts
among bicyclists, motor vehicles, and
streetcars.

As numbered on copies of written comments.
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3/28/08

Response
Project sponsors have also consulted on these issues with representatives of the Bicycle Transportation
Alliance and bicycle staff of the Portland Office of Transportation and will continue to do so through
preliminary engineering and project design. In particular, project sponsors will investigate placement
of bike boxes at intersections with traffic signals along the alignment. A bike box is a green box
painted on the street with a white bicycle symbol inside placed in front of the stop line for motor
vehicles. Bicyclists are encouraged to wait in the box during red lights. The purpose is to help ensure
that motorists see bicyclists when the light turns green, especially before making a right turn. The City
of Portland has placed bike boxes at several locations in the City. For an illustration of a bike box, see
http://www.portlandonline.com/transportation/index.cfm?c=46717&.
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ComCommenter Name,
ment Capsule Summary (see complete
Affiliation
No. comment)
Jason Tell, Region 1, Oregon 1
The streetcar's effect on traffic at the IDepartment of Transportation
5/Broadway/Weidler Interchange is a
concern and project sponsors need to
work with ODOT to resolve the
concern.

6/13/08

Response
Project sponsors have already begun working with ODOT to avoid interfering with compliance
with state standards on ODOT facilities, especially the I-5/Broadway/Weidler Interchange, and
will continue to do so through preliminary engineering and final design. ODOT has clarified that
its concern was over streetcar traffic signal preemption at intersections at the interchange ramp
ends. Project sponsors have clarified to ODOT that the streetcar would not have signal preemption
at these intersections.

Jim Howell, AORTA

1

Streetcars should be operated on the
transit mall downtown.

The transportation purpose of the Portland Streetcar Loop Project is to "provide a Central City
transit circulator to address the transportation needs of the residents, workers and visitors traveling
within the Portland Central City. . ." It would provide the northern crossing of the Willamette
River and the east side component, creating, in conjunction with light rail on the downtown
Portland transit mall, a full loop, except for the southern crossing of the River. The project would
not preclude operating streetcars on the transit mall downtown in the future.

Jim Howell, AORTA

2

The comment addresses a project different from the proposed project. Future studies may address
light rail on the east side of the Willamette River.

Jim Howell, AORTA

3

The South Corridor light rail line should
be routed on the east side of the
Willamette River.
Routing the South Corridor light rail
line on the east side of the Willamette
River would provide fast, direct service.

Jim Howell, AORTA

4

Jim Howell, AORTA

5

1

Routing the South Corridor light rail line on the east side of the Willamette River would not meet
the project purpose and need. It would not provide for a Central City circulator. In addition to the
project's purpose and need, the 1988 Portland Central City Plan called stated "...Plan and
construct an inner city transit loop (possibly on Grand Ave" and the 1995 Portland Central City
Transportation Management Plan stated the desire to develop a Central City streetcar circulator.
Furthermore, the comment raises alignment issues related to the current South Corridor SDEIS
analysis, which would provide a more appropriate forum for these light rail alignment and service
issues
Streetcars instead of the South Corridor The existing streetcar system serves the South Waterfront area. The comment addresses the South
light rail project should serve the South Corridor Phase 2 Project, rather than the Portland Streetcar Loop Project.
Waterfront area.
The Eastside Streetcar Loop should
Previous studies (including the 2004 South Corridor SDEIS) evaluated using the Hawthorne
cross the Willamette River on the
Bridge for fixed rail systems. The relatively low clearance of the Hawthorne Bridge requires more
Hawthorne Bridge.
frequent lifts for river traffic than the other Willamette Bridges. These more frequent lifts would
impinge on providing reliable transit service. The proposed project anticipates a future southern
crossing of the Willamette River that would be constructed as a part of the South Corridor Phase 2
project. The Streetcar Central City Loop would use the yet-to-be determined crossing route that is
expected to result from the Milwaukie LRT Project. See p. 2-3 of the EA, last paragraph.

As numbered on copies of written comments.
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Commenter Name,
Affiliation
Terry Parker

Comment Capsule Summary (see complete
No. comment)
1
The primary purpose of streetcars is to
subsidize private land development.

Terry Parker

2

1

Financial gain by members of the board
of directors of Portland Streetcar, Inc.,
and project advisory committee
members should raise red flags.

As numbered on copies of written comments.
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Response
The Portland Eastside Loop Project, like most transit projects, has multiple objectives, including
improving Portland Central City transit access and circulation, supporting existing and future
transit investments that serve the Portland Central City, supporting economic development in the
Portland Central City, and reducing reliance on single-occupancy vehicle trips to and within the
Portland Central City. Because it will serve the Central City, many people in Portland would
benefit from it.
Unlike previous Portland streetcar projects, TriMet would be the grantee of Federal funds for
this project, not Portland Streetcar, Inc. The project would be a public infrastructure investment
benefiting the community as a whole, which includes many property and business owners and
residents. Partial capital funding would come from a local improvement district paid for by
owners of properties located adjacent to or near the project route, and sponsorships would
provide partial funding of operating costs. Consequently, participation in project development by
property owners is both necessary and appropriate. Project development documents have listed
advisory committee members and the members of the board of directors of Portland Streetcar,
Inc., are listed on its web site, providing full disclosure. The Metro Council gave final approval
of the Locally Preferred Alternative; it is made up exclusively of elected officials who have no
personal financial stake in properties in the project area. 49 CFR § 18.36(b)(3), which would
apply to TriMet as grantee, states, among other requirements, "No employee, officer or agent of
the grantee or sub-grantee shall participate in selection, or in the award or administration of a
contract supported by Federal funds if a conflict of interest, real or apparent, would be
involved."
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Commenter Name,
Affiliation
Terry Parker

Comment Capsule Summary (see complete
No. comment)
3
The streetcar will cause congestion on
MLK Boulevard and Grand Avenue.

Terry Parker

4

The Portland Streetcar Loop should be
routed on 6th Avenue.

The alternatives analysis seriously considered, but rejected, use of 6th Avenue because "the
zoning east of 6th Avenue is industrial sanctuary which limits the redevelopment potential of the
area. The greater redevelopment opportunities, zoning, and existing fabric were influential in
recommending the MLK/Grand corridor." See City of Portland, Eastsude Streetcar Alignment
Study, June 23, 2003, p. 9.

Terry Parker

5

The Portland Streetcar Loop will
require continuing public subsidies.

Terry Parker

6

The Portland Streetcar Loop should be
able to stand on its own.

While the comment is correct that the project will require ongoing operating cost subsidies, all
modes of transportation require subsidies. Higher transit ridership reduces the need for new street
and highway facilities, yielding high cost savings. Expected increases in the cost of gasoline may
increase ridership and future fare amounts are subject to adjustment, possibly reducing the amount
of needed subsidies.
The project is intended to improve the operation of the transit system as a whole, not to operate
independently of the rest of the transit system. Achieving the benefits for the transit system as a
whole requires adjusting other components of the system as each new major transit facility opens
for operations. In this case some buses will be rerouted. Transfers are a common and necessary
feature of a comprehensive transit system.

1

As numbered on copies of written comments.
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Response
Traffic analysis for the proposed Portland Streetcar Loop Project has been done and indicates
that the streetcar route would not significantly impact traffic along the route. In general the
streetcar would move with traffic, with on-street stops affecting traffic similar to a TriMet bus.
The alignment of the Portland Streetcar Loop would use the right-hand lane on Grand Avenue
and MLK Boulevard, which would minimize any potential impacts on truck operations. Trucks
on Grand Avenue are generally in the left hand lanes to access I-5 and the Willamette River
bridges. Trucks from I-5 destined to the Brooklyn rail yard generally merge onto MLK
Boulevard in the left-hand lane and generally do not transition into the right-hand lane until they
are near or beyond the south end of the streetcar tracks. The Broadway bridge is generally less
congested than some other Willamette River bridges. The Portland Streetcar Loop would
provide another option for people to cross the Willamette River without using their cars. It is
true that the streetcar being a track-based vehicle has less flexibility to change routes. However,
the Portland Streetcar Loop is within an urbanized inner-city area that is largely urban in nature
and, therefore, traffic patterns are unlikely to change significantly from those of today.
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Appendix B
RESPONSES TO COMMENTS ON THE ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT
Portland Streetcar Loop Project

Commenter Name,
Affiliation
Terry Parker

Comment Capsule Summary (see complete
No. comment)
7
In light of the previous points, the
Portland Streetcar Loop is not "an
efficient transportation option for the
region."

6/13/08

Response
This comment summarizes the commenter's previous comments. In addition to the responses to
those comments, above, the project provides an alternative means of transportation in an area that
will experience increasing congestion over time.

Allie Medeiros
Kathy Rakers

1

The Portland Streetcar Loop would
worsen congestion.

Simulation modeling of the proposed Portland Streetcar Loop indicates that the streetcar route
would not significantly impact the traffic congestion along the route. In general the streetcar will
move with traffic with on-street stops producing traffic impacts similar to a TriMet bus.
There are ten locations where a streetcar-only traffic signal phasing is proposed. Only seven of
those intersections require all other movements to stop. Four of those seven require only
approximately five seconds to give the streetcar a space to merge into the through lane ahead of
the general traffic. This would be similar to the amount of delay a vehicle would incur when it
allows a bus to merge into traffic from a bus pull-out at the beginning of a green light. At three
locations where longer delays are required to allow the streetcar to turn across travel lanes, the
simulations indicate that the increased delay from the streetcar-only phase would dissipate within
one to three cycle lengths. The streetcar-only phases would be used only when the streetcar is
present, which would be approximately every 11 to 15 minutes.
There are no existing travel lanes that are proposed for conversion to transit-only lanes. The
transit only lanes proposed in the plan are created by using space currently designated for other
uses, including parking lanes, shoulders, medians and, in limited cases, portions of extra-wide
sidewalk.
Providing a high quality transit mode on the proposed alignment will likely encourage some
drivers to leave their cars at home and take the streetcar, freeing up some roadway capacity for
other users.

Allie Medeiros
Kathy Rakers

2

The traffic analysis does not include
projections of opening year volumes.

The requirements for the EA do not include an analysis of opening-year traffic operations. The
future year analysis includes projects listed on the Metro financially-constrained project list, as is
typically done for a future-year traffic analysis and, given the expected increase of population and
jobs in the year 2020, as compared with opening year 2010, the EA traffic analysis is more likely
to identify traffic problems than an opening year analysis.

1
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Appendix B
RESPONSES TO COMMENTS ON THE ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT
Portland Streetcar Loop Project

Commenter Name,
Affiliation
Allie Medeiros
Kathy Rakers

Allie Medeiros
Kathy Rakers

Comment Capsule Summary (see complete
No. comment)
3
The traffic analysis does not evaluate
added vehicle delay.

4

Streetcar service would be slowed by
congestion.

6/13/08

Response
The purpose of preparing the EA is to determine if the proposed project would result in significant
impacts. In this case a significant impact generally refers to a level of change to the transportation
system that would reduce the level of service to below acceptable standards. The change in
vehicle delay observed in the simulation models with and without the streetcar is not at that level.
In fact, it is difficult to discern any repeatable, sustained change in vehicle delay when viewing the
simulation. Changes in vehicle delay are small enough that they are only measurable when the
cumulative delays of all vehicles in the model are compared.
It is true that the streetcar will be slowed by congestion because it generally travels with traffic.
However, the lanes used by the streetcar on its route were chosen to reduce the impact of
congestion on the streetcar and limit the impact of streetcar operations on general traffic. The
lane the streetcar would travel in is generally the lane with the lowest traffic volume and least
amount of delay. Transit-only lanes have been added in some locations on MLK Boulevard to
improve streetcar travel time without removing existing general travel lanes. Additional turning
lanes have been added to improve general traffic flow at some locations. Limited streetcar signal
priority is proposed to improve streetcar travel times. These design features would continue to be
refined as the design process moves forward, with the goal of providing a reliable and efficient
streetcar service that impacts traffic operations as little as practical.
Simulation modeling does not indicate added delay on the Broadway/Weidler Couplet from the
presence of a streetcar that would cause queuing onto I-5. The streetcar is purposefully not in the
lanes used primarily by traffic entering or exiting I-5. It is true that those ramps, especially the
northbound off-ramp to Weidler Street, occasionally queue onto I-5 today.
During peak periods, MLK Boulevard and Grand Avenue are congested today and some drivers
divert to other routes. Drivers on MLK Boulevard and Grand Avenue today are generally drivers
who prefer that route and are willing to live with the congestion. Minor and temporary increases
in delay on these already-congested streets, as the streetcar moves through a location, are
unlikely to be enough to cause drivers to change their routes.

1
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Appendix B
RESPONSES TO COMMENTS ON THE ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT
Portland Streetcar Loop Project

Commenter Name,
Affiliation
Allie Medeiros
Kathy Rakers

Comment Capsule Summary (see complete
No. comment)
5
The Portland Streetcar Loop isn't
essential to spur redevelopment.

Sally Thomas

1

Sally Thomas

2

Jim Howell

1

1

Response
The project's purposes are to both provide a Central City transit circulator and encourage private
investment, including new development and redevelopment. While previous redevelopment in the
Central Eastside has been somewhat limited by the area being designated as an industrial
sanctuary, only a small fraction of its capacity for redevelopment has been realized. In the two
blocks on either side of the project alignment through the Central Eastside Industrial Area, 81
percent of the floor area allowed by the zoning is unused (Table 5-1, Land Use Technical
Memorandum, January 2008). The project's redevelopment purpose does not result from a
streetcar line being essential to redevelopment. Instead, it results from a streetcar line serving as a
catalyst and organizing tool for redevelopment. Supporting this effect are both the evidence in the
EA and letters from project area property owners. See, in particular, the letter from the Lloyd
Executive Partnership in Appendix B of the Locally Preferred Alternative Report, (July 20, 2006).
Turning the east side into another Pearl The project would not determine the kind of redevelopment that would occur. The existing nature
District should be avoided.
of the land uses in the Lloyd District and Central Eastside will strongly influence the type of
development and redevelopment that would be expected to occur. It is unlikely that
redevelopment will be similar to the Pearl District because the Pearl was largely undeveloped
prior to the Streetcar construction. Also, there are fewer large parcels on the east side, compared
to the Pearl District, meaning redevelopment project will be on smaller parcels, and
redevelopment is likely to take more diverse forms than in the Pearl District, including projects
with a "fun funky DIY vibe "
Will funding for the project reduce
Transit funding comes from sources that are not available for low income housing. Property
funding for low-income housing.
owners will provide a share of the funding and most property owners are in support of the project.
The Portland Development Commission (PDC) also supports the project and low income housing
is among the objectives of the urban renewal district in the project area that PDC administers. The
streetcar could make land it serves more suited for low-income housing by improving transit
service to it.

The Portland Streetcar Loop adds little The project will add ridership and offers more capacity than bus service and includes among its
purposes encouraging economic development. The project would implement the "inner city transit
new transit service.
loop" from the Central City Plan.
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Appendix B
RESPONSES TO COMMENTS ON THE ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT
Portland Streetcar Loop Project

Commenter Name,
Affiliation
Jim Howell

Comment Capsule Summary (see complete
No. comment)
2
The Portland Streetcar Loop and No
Build Alternative degrade existing bus
serivce.

Jim Howell

3

Jim Howell

4

Jim Howell

5

Jim Howell

6

1

Response
Implementation of any new fixed route transit service typically requires adjustments to the other
transit service. Bus service in the area is typically adjusted to complement the newer fixed route
service. In some cases the change in bus service could benefit some bus riders and reduce service
to other riders. The reduction of bus service on MLK Boulevard and Grand Avenue is a tradeoff
against the benefits that the Portland Streetcar Loop would provide, including higher capacity and
the provision of a downtown transit circulator. Some riders would have reduced service, but many
other riders would have improved service.
The Portland Streetcar Loop should use The Broadway Bridge is the most direct connection between the Pearl and Lloyd Districts. It is
the Steel Bridge instead of the
also the best route to serve the Central City circulator function of the Streetcar Loop Project.
Broadway Bridge.
Adding streetcar to the Steel Bridge would have the disadvantages of providing a less direct route,
further concentrating fixed route transit on a single bridge, and improving transit where it already
exists, rather than improving it on a different route.
The Portland Streetcar Loop alignment Routing streetcars on 7th Avenue and Grand Avenues through the Lloyd District was selected as
should follow 7th Avenue.
the preferred route because it would increase ridership compared to other routes that were
evaluated, because it is closer to origins and destinations desired by riders. This deviation of the
route from the MLK/Grand Couplet allows the transit service to extend further into the Lloyd
District, where there is extensive high density and mixed use development that will generate
higher ridership. Rails and overhead lines indicate to the public the streetcar route, helping to
reduce confusion. The traffic analysis indicates that the project would not cause serious traffic
problems on MLK Boulevard or Grand Avenue.

The Portland Streetcar Loop should
cross I-84 on a new bridge at 7th
Avenue.

The alternatives analysis stated that "The proposed 7th Avenue Bridge is recommended to be
implemented with or without streetcar crossing." See City of Portland, Eastsude Streetcar
Alignment Study, June 23, 2003, p. 8. The bridge is not part of the proposed project because 7th
Avenue was rejected as a route in favor of MLK Bouldvard and Grand Avenue.
The added system ridership does not
The purposes of the project are to provide a Central City transit circulator , support additional
justify the cost of the Portland Streetcar economic development, and add transit ridership to the system. The South Waterfront is served by
Loop.
the existing streetcar and will be served by the future Milwaukie LRT Project.
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Appendix B
RESPONSES TO COMMENTS ON THE ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT
Portland Streetcar Loop Project

Commenter Name,
Affiliation
Jim Howell

Comment Capsule Summary (see complete
No. comment)
7
The Portland Streetcar Loop should be
connected to the South Waterfront area
via the Hawthorne Bridge.

6/13/08

Response
Previous studies (including the 2004 South Corridor SDEIS) evaluated using the Hawthorne
Bridge for fixed rail systems. The relatively low clearance of the Hawthorne Bridge requires more
frequent lifts for river traffic than the other Willamette Bridges. These more frequent lifts would
impinge on providing reliable transit service. As a result, the proposed project does not include a
southern crossing of the Willamette River using the Hawthorne Bridge. Instead it contemplates
completing a Central City loop with a future and as yet undetermined river crossing route, that is
expected to be determined by the Milwaukie LRT Project. See p. 2-3 of the EA, last paragraph.
Some transfers are an unavoidable feature of any transit system. The predominant volume of
expected transit trips from Milwaukie to downtown will not require a transfer. The purpose of the
Streetcar Loop is in part to disseminate trips coming from outside the area.

Jim Howell

8

The Portland Streetcar Loop should be
routed differently in the vicinity of
OMSI.

Julia Banzi

1

Jean Anderson Pezzi

1

Bev Anslow and Cicely
Sullivan

1

There should be a light rail link to Oaks The South Corridor Phase 2 (or Milwaukie LRT) Project would provide a transportation
Amusement Park and the Sellwood
connection between the Central City and the Sellwood area, among other locations. The Portland
district.
Streetcar Loop would link to the South Corridor light rail line at the south end of the proposed
project. It would connect the Lloyd District and other tourist destinations to the future LRT
"The loop would provide simple noComment noted. The comment is consistent with the purpose of the proposed project.
transfer access to the inner eas side and
provide the basis for later extensions."
The streetcar should run to Milwaukie, The South Corridor Phase 2 project is being planned to provide a high capacity transit connection
Gladstone, and Oregon City.
between the Central City and Milwaukie.

1
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The alternatives analysis evaluated numerous routes, including some similar to the routing
proposed in this comment. There are several important design constraints just east of OMSI. They
include crossing of the Union Pacific Railroad (UPRR) and maintaining required clearance for the
PGE electric transmission lines both vertically and horizontally. An at-grade crossing of the
Streetcar alignment with UPRR would present safety and operational issues. To avoid these issues
it was decided that the Streetcar would grade-separate this crossing with a bridge. The bridge is
designed to provide proper clearance over the UPRR, avoid clearance issues with the overhead
PGE transmission lines and separation from a transmission tower while maintaining grades that
are less than 5%. When these issues are factored into the design, along with the desire to provide
service to OMSI, they dictate where the alignment will be located west of the UPRR. After
extensive evaluation and consideration of the above constraints, project sponsors selected the
proposed alignment.
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RESPONSES TO COMMENTS ON THE ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT
Portland Streetcar Loop Project

Commenter Name,
Affiliation
David Johnson

Comment Capsule Summary (see complete
No. comment)
1
The project should be phased.

David Johnson

2

Bicycle Committee, Lloyd
Transportation Management
Association

1

1

Response
Comment noted. The project staff evaluated several MOS options, and the project selected the fulllength Project.
Will there be a sign language interpreter Metro's public involvement coordinator attempted to contact the commenter to answer his
at the March 6, 2008, open house?
questions about the workshop. Metro provided a sign language interpreter at the workshop, but the
commenter did not attend.
The Portland Streetcar Loop may cause Project sponsors have also consulted on these issues with representatives of the Bicycle
bicycle accidents and result in conflicts Transportation Alliance and bicycle staff of the Portland Office of Transportation and will
among bicyclists, motor vehicles, and continue to do so through preliminary engineering and project design. In particular, project
streetcars.
sponsors will investigate placement of bike boxes at intersections with traffic signals along the
alignment. A bike box is a green box painted on the street with a white bicycle symbol inside
placed in front of the stop line for motor vehicles. Bicyclists are encouraged to wait in the box
during red lights. The purpose is to help ensure that motorists see bicyclists when the light turns
green, especially before making a right turn. The City of Portland has placed bike boxes at several
locations in the City. For an illustration of a bike box, see
http://www.portlandonline.com/transportation/index.cfm?c=46717&.
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Appendix C
PROJECT DESIGN AND MITIGATION COMMITMENTS

Subject
and No.

Commitment

Page No. in
Environmental
Assessment

PROJECT DESIGN AND OPERATION
Parking
1.

Reduce the number of displaced parking spaces by refinements during
final design.
2.
Prepare and implement a parking mitigation plan with the goal of
replacing displaced parking.
Bicycle and Pedestrian Facilities and Safety
3.
Design and sign crossings at designated bicycle streets to ensure
bicycle safety and use either bicycle-only, pedestrian-only, or bicycleand pedestrian-activated signals or signal cycles.
Truck Freight
4.
Keep lane widths on all streets where the streetcar tracks would be
installed a minimum of 11 feet.
Historic Resources
5.
Design improvements to the Broadway Bridge to be consistent with the
bridge’s visual and structural design and so that operating the streetcars
across the bridge would not result in any structural damage to it.
Geology and Earthquake Resistance
6.
Design the aerial viaduct structure over the railroad lines and all
modifications to existing structures, including the Broadway Bridge, in
accordance with the American Association of State Highway and
Transportation Officials Load and Resistance Factor Design Bridge
Design Specifications (4th edition, 2007), as modified by the ODOT
2004 Bridge Design and Drafting Manual, with all applicable updates
and revision through 2007, for 500 and 1,000-year earthquakes.
Water Quality and Hydrology
7.
Treat all runoff with Stormfilter® or equivalent.

3-5
3-5

3-6

3-7

3-28

3-32 to 3-33

3-39

PROJECT CONSTRUCTION
Property Acquisition and Relocation
8.
Comply with all applicable Federal, state, and local regulations in
acquiring any property required for project construction.
9.
Comply with the Uniform Relocation Assistance and Real Property
Acquisition Policies Act of 1970 if any relocations become necessary.

3-15
3-15

Subject
and No.
Commitment
Archaeological Resources
10.
If archaeological materials were encountered during construction,
cease all construction activity in the vicinity, contact appropriate state,
Federal, and/or tribal officials, evaluate the nature and significance of
the discovery, and identify an appropriate course of action. If an
archaeological find is determined to be significant, mitigate through
avoidance or data recovery.
Hazardous Materials
11.
Perform a Phase I environmental review on all property acquired by the
project before it is purchased, to comply with FTA Circular 5010.1C,
Chapter II.2 (October 1, 1998)
12.
Conduct a Phase II environmental site assessment on a property if a
Phase I review indicates uncertainties or that contamination may be
present.
13.
Monitor soils during construction and manage appropriately any
contaminated soil encountered, including excavation and proper
disposal of soils by properly trained and equipped subcontractors
before construction proceeds.
Worker and Public Safety
14.
Prepare and implement a health and safety plan for all construction
activities consistent with applicable laws and regulations, including the
requirement for an occupational medicine monitoring program.
15.
Prepare and implement a hazardous materials work plan that includes
actions to be implemented if construction activities encounter
contaminated soil.
16.
Perform all construction work in full coordination with TriMet and
Portland Streetcar, Inc., and comply with all applicable safety
requirements.
Traffic and Access
17.
Coordinate construction on the Broadway Bridges with Multnomah
County to minimize disruption to traffic crossing the Broadway Bridge
or the navigation channel in the river.
18.
Maintain one lane of traffic in one or both directions, minimize the
duration of sidewalk closures, and stage construction on the lift-spans
to keep one operational at all times.
19.
Develop a Broadway Bridge construction plan to comply with
applicable U.S. Coast Guard regulations, including planned bridge
closures that would affect river traffic, in consultation with the U.S.
Coast Guard and river users.
20.
Construct streetcar tracks in reaches determined in coordination with
City traffic engineers to expedite construction activities while
minimizing disruption of automobile, pedestrian and bike traffic.

Page No. in
Environmental
Assessment
3-29

3-32

3-32

3-44

3-32

3-44

3-42

3-40

3-41

3-43

3-41

Portland Streetcar Loop Finding of No Significant Impact (FONSI) and Other Determinations of Environmental
Compliance
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June 2008

Subject
and No.
21.

Commitment
Maintain vehicular and pedestrian access for all residents and
businesses in the vicinity of the project at all times through the use of
signing, fencing, bridging over construction trenches, and flaggers.
22.
Use localized block by block construction, temporary transit stops, and
steel plating to bridge construction trenches to provide pedestrian and
business access and minimize closure of traffic lanes, parking lanes
and/or turn lanes or turning restrictions.
23.
Maintain side street access through the use of steel plating across
construction trenches whenever feasible.
24.
Use typical construction management practices to avoid or minimize
adverse economic consequences to occupants, such as avoiding full
access closures, providing temporary alternate access and signage, and
timely communications with business owners.
Noise and Vibration
25.
Limit nighttime construction activities to the rail-pulls associated with
crossing the existing light rail lines on NE Holladay Street and
connecting to the existing streetcar system in the Pearl District.
26.
Comply with the City of Portland’s noise ordinance.
27.
Obtain and comply with noise variances obtained from the City of
Portland for any nighttime construction.
Transit Operations
Notify riders of detours and closed/temporary bus stops.
Freight Operations
28.
Develop a freight rail temporary closure plan in cooperation with the
Union Pacific Railroad, Oregon Pacific Railroad, and the Federal
Railroad Administration.
29.
Provide truck detour signs as necessary and do not close truck routes
during construction.
Air Quality
30.
Require construction contractors to use reasonable measures to control
fugitive dust, such as applying water or other dust suppressants during
dry weather.
Water Quality
31.
Comply with the City of Portland’s Erosion and Sediment Control
Code.
Biological Resources and Endangered Species
32.
Include in construction specifications the provisions below, which
come from Section 00290.32 of the Broadway Bridge Containment
Plan.

Page No. in
Environmental
Assessment
3-41

3-42

3-42
3-43

3-41

3-41 to 3-42
3-42

3-42
3-43

3-42

3-44

3-45

Environmental
Assessment p.
3-37,
Biological
Evaluation p.
10, ff.
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Subject
and No.

Commitment
00290.32 Work Containment Plan and System - A work
containment plan (WCP) and a work containment system (WCS) are
required on this Project.

Page No. in
Environmental
Assessment

Conditions of the WCP would include the following:
• All reasonable attempts by the Contractor shall be made to avoid or
minimize habitat modifications that will impair the ability of
threatened, endangered, proposed, or selected
sensitive species to complete essential biological behaviors, such as
breeding, spawning, rearing, migrating, feeding, and sheltering.
• Before submitting the WCP, the Contractor shall meet with TriMet to
review the Contractor’s Draft WCP and to ensure that all parties
understand the locations of sensitive biological sites and the measures
to be taken to avoid and protect them.
• The Contractor shall notify TriMet at least three days before
beginning work containment construction activities.
• TriMet reserves the right to stop work and require the Contractor to
change the WCP methods and equipment before any additional
Contract work, at no additional cost to the Agency, if and when, in the
opinion of the TriMet, that such methods jeopardize the safety of
traffic or the integrity of the new structure, or destroy aquatic life or
habitat in the Regulated Work Area.
(a) Work Containment Plan (WCP) - The WCP shall identify the
prevention and construction liability of delivery of construction debris,
material or other contaminants to soils and waters caused by the
Contractor's construction operations including but not limited to
mobilization, construction, maintenance, and demolition. The WCP
shall:
• Include intended construction, operation, or demolition activities.
• Show complete isolation of the Regulated Work Area as defined in
Oregon Department of Transportation Environmental Protection
00290.30(a-1).
• Provide complete containment measures that prevent debris and work
materials from entering the Regulated Work Area.

Portland Streetcar Loop Finding of No Significant Impact (FONSI) and Other Determinations of Environmental
Compliance
C-4
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Subject
and No.

Commitment
• Show precautions and implement measures to prevent rubble (dust,
concrete debris and saw cutting by-products, welding slag and
grindings) and work materials from construction and demolition
activities from entering the Regulated Work Area.
• Prohibit the use of treated timber.
• Prohibit the use of concrete form release agents.
• Implement full containment fueling procedures.
• Require the WCS to be fire retardant or resistant to fire from welding
slag, torch operation or any sparks from the Work.
• Require the WCS to be weather resistant.
• Prohibit the use of barges as containment devices.
• Prohibit stockpiling of demolition materials within 150 feet of
wetlands and regulated
work areas.
(b) Work Containment System (WCS) - The WCS shall:
• consist of a containment system that is rigid and in place before repair
work begins. Design the containment system for not less than the
system self-weight plus 25 psf live loading, or system self-weight plus
debris weight plus removal equipment weight, or load combinations.
Debris weight includes the possibility of a concrete form failure,
concrete spills, and any other construction material load imposed on
the containment system.
• show specific attention to the need for special care in demolition
work. Provide all required shoring, bracing, barricades, fencing, and
other devices that may be required, and exercise all necessary
precautions to fully protect pedestrian, vehicular, and navigation
traffic, and to minimize disturbance to the Regulated Work Area and
waterway, and to prevent damage to the new bridge or other structures.
• be designed and stamped by a registered Professional Engineer who
shall include all load assumptions and calculations and submit stamped
working drawings to the Agency according to 00150.35.’
The Contractor shall:
• Be fully informed of the conditions of the General Conditions in the
NPDES permit, which governs operations, and conduct construction
operations accordingly.
• Maintain a copy of the General Conditions at the construction site.
These will be made available to the operating personnel during
construction activities.
• Develop a Pollution Control Plan (PCP) to prevent point-source
pollution related to Contractor operations. This plan shall satisfy all
pertinent requirements of Federal, State and Local laws and
regulations, and the requirements of these special provisions.

Page No. in
Environmental
Assessment
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Subject
and No.

Commitment
Other conditions relating to the WCS are:
• Contaminated or sediment-laden water from the project shall not be
discharged directly into any waters of the State until satisfactorily
treated by using filters, bio-bags, or dirt bags.
• For track-mounted equipment, large cranes, and other equipment
whose limited mobility makes it impractical to move it for the
refueling, the Contractor shall take precautions to minimize the risk of
fuel reaching the active channel.
• The Contractor shall implement spill prevention measures and
provide fuel containment systems designed to completely contain a
potential material spill, as well as other pollution control devices and
measures adequate to provide containment of hazardous material.
• The Contractor shall perform refueling operations to minimize the
amount of fuel remaining in vehicles stored on the bridge during nonwork times. Refueling shall not be done for those vehicles remaining
on the bridge at the end of the workday.
• The Contractor shall maintain hazardous material containment booms
and spill containment booms on-site to facilitate the cleanup of
hazardous material spills.
• The Contractor shall implement containment measures adequate to
prevent pollutants or construction and demolition materials, such as
waste spoils, petroleum products, concrete cured less than 24 hours,
silt, welding slag and grindings, concrete saw cutting, by-products and
sandblasting abrasives from entering the active channel or any other
waterway.

Page No. in
Environmental
Assessment
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Appendix D
DISTRIBUTION LIST
Environmental Assessment
Portland Streetcar Loop Project
Agency or Affiliation
FEDERAL AGENCIES
Federal Emergency Management
Federal Emergency Management
Federal Highway Administration
Federal Highway Administration
Federal Railroad Administration
Federal Transit Administration
Federal Transit Administration
Federal Transit Administration
Office of Congressman Earl Blumenauer
US Army Corps of Engineers
US Coast Guard
US Environmental Protection Agency
US Environmental Protection Agency
US Fish and Wildlife
US Department of Energy, Bonneville Power Administration

Individual
Ketchum, John
Paul, Brent
Graham, Jeffrey
McAvoy, John
Valenstein, David
Gehrke, Linda
Radmilovich, Thomas
Uyeno, Ted
Masterson, Sarah
O'Donovan, Col. Thomas E.
Pratt, Austin
Elson, Wayne
Vallette, Yvonne
Wille, Steve
Wright, Steve

INDIAN TRIBES
Chinook Tribe
Confederated Tribes of the Grand Ronde
Cowlitz Tribe
Siletz
Warm Springs
STATE AGENCIES
Oregon Department of Economic & Community Development
Oregon Department of Energy
Oregon Department of Environmental Quality
Oregon Department of Environmental Quality
Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife
Oregon Department of Land Conservation & Development
Oregon Department of State Lands
Oregon Department of Transportation
Oregon Department of Transportation
Oregon Department of Transportation
Oregon Department of Transportation
Oregon Department of Water Resources
Oregon Public Utilities Commission
Oregon State Historic Preservation Office
State Parks and Recreation Department

Repine, Bob
Grainey, Michael
Pedersen, Dick
Nordberg, Dave
Elicker, Roy
Whitman, Richard
Solliday, Louise
Drewfs, Ralph
Eberle, Fred
Tell, Jason
Windsheimer, Rian
Ward, Phillip
Beyer, Lee
Roper, Roger
Wood, Tim

REGIONAL GOVERNMENT AGENCIES
Metro
Metro
Metro
Metro
Metro
Metro
Metro

Bihn, Matt
Blackhorse, Pamela
Bragdon, David
Brandman, Richard
Brown, Nat
Cassin, Mary Anne
Collette, Carlotta
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Environmental Assessment
Portland Streetcar Loop Project
Agency or Affiliation
Metro
Metro
Metro
Metro
Metro
Metro
Metro
Metro
Metro
Metro
Metro
Metro
Metro
Metro
Oregon Convention Center
Metro
Port of Portland
TriMet
TriMet
TriMet
TriMet
TriMet
TriMet
TriMet
TriMet
TriMet
TriMet
TriMet

Individual
Cotugno, Andy
Felton, Joyce
Hosticka, Carl
Huie, Mel
Jordan, Michael J.
Martin, Jessica
Mendoza, Tony
Monberg, Brian
Newell, Kelsey
Park, Rod
Roberts, Ross
Sale, Susan
Snook, Jamie
Turpel, Mark
Blosser, Jeffrey
Withrow, Karen M.
Lahsene, Suzie
Batty, Sean
Hansen, Fred
John, Jennifer
Lehto, Alan
Lorts, Kimberly
McFarlane, Neil
Passadore, George J.
Richardson, George
Selinger, Philip
Unsworth, David J.
Wertz, Alonzo

LOCAL GOVERNMENT AGENCIES
City of Lake Oswego, City Council
City of Lake Oswego, City Council
City of Lake Oswego, City Council
City of Lake Oswego, Engineering
City of Lake Oswego, Mayor
City of Lake Oswego, Planning
City of Portland Office of Management and Finance
City of Portland, Commissioner
City of Portland, Commissioner
City of Portland, Commissioner
City of Portland, Commissioner
City of Portland, Mayor
City Portland, Office of Commissioner Adams
Clackamas County
Clackamas County, Commissioner
Clackamas County, Commissioner
Clackamas County, Commissioner
Multnomah County, Bridges
Multnomah County, Commissioner

Groznik, Frank
McPeak, Ellie
Turchi, John
Komarek, Joel
Hammerstad, Judie
Heisler, Jane
Rust, Ken
Adams, Sam
Leonard, Randy
Saltzman, Dan
Sten, Erik
Potter, Tom
Miller, Tom
Gertler, Elissa
Kennemer, Bill
Peterson, Lynn Ann
Schrader, Martha
Cannon, Ian
Naito, Lisa
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Environmental Assessment
Portland Streetcar Loop Project
Agency or Affiliation
Multnomah County, Commissioner
Multnomah County, Commissioner
Multnomah County, Land Use & Transportation Planning
Multnomah County, Transportation
Multnomah County Sheriffs Office
Portland Bureau of Environmental Services
Portland Bureau of Fire, Rescue & Emergency
Portland Bureau of Housing & Community Involvement
Portland Bureau of Parks & Recreation
Portland Bureau of Parks & Recreation
Portland Bureau of Planning
Portland Bureau of Planning
Portland Bureau of Planning
Portland Bureau of Planning
Portland Development Commision
Portland Office of Emergency Management
Portland Office of Neighborhood Involvement
Portland Office of Sustainable Development
Portland Office of Transportation
Portland Office of Transportation
Portland Office of Transportation
Portland Office of Transportation
Portland Office of Transportation
Portland Office of Transportation
Portland Office of Transportation
Portland Office of Transportation
Portland Office of Transportation
Portland Office of Transportation
Portland Police Bureau
Portland Streetcar, Inc.
Portland Water Bureau

Individual
Roberts, Lonnie
Rojo de Steffey, Maria
Schilling, Karen
Abrahamson, Ed
Giusto, Bernie
Marriott, Dean
Sprando, Dave
White, William
Gronowski, Nancy
Santner, Zari
Belz, Kristin
Kelley, Gil
Starin, Nicholaus
Zehnder, Joe
McGriff, Denyse C.
Reuter, Patty
Alarcon de Morris, Amalia
Anderson, Susan
Bertelsen, April
Chlapowski, Roland
Diede, Vicky L
Geller, Roger S.
Iwata, Stephen
Keil, Sue
Leclerc, Mauricio
Pearce, Art
Smith, Paul
Sweeney, Patrick
Henderson, Donna
Dannon, Kay
Drechsler, Gregory

ORGANIZATIONS AND BUSINESSES
Alora Property
Ashforth Pacific
Ashforth Pacific
Beardsley Building Development
Bolliger and Sons Inc.
Brooklyn Neighborhood Association
Buckman Community Association
Carroll Investments
CH2M Hill
CH2M Hill
Chesshir Architecture
City Center Parking
Columbia Pacific Planning
Cooley Development Partners
East Bank Saloon
Eliot Neighborhood Association

Deutsch, Daniel
Ashforth, Hank
Lange, Wade W.
Carrollo, Tom
Bolliger, Michael
Lindahl, Lance
Lindsay, Susan
Carroll, John
Corser, Nathan
Wilburn, Jim
Gardner, Patricia
Goodman, Greg
Fry, Peter Finley
Cooley, Dick
Hunt, Connie
Hampton, Gary
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Agency or Affiliation
Fosler Portland Architecture, LLC
Guestroom Gallery
Hispanic Metropolitan Chamber of Commerce
Hosford-Abernathy Neighborhood Association
Hoyt Street Properties
Lloyd District Transportation Management Association
Markgraf & Associates
Mayer/Reede Landscape Architects
MCA Architects
Next Adventure
NW Development Solutions
Oregon Museum of Science and Industry
Opus Northwest, LLC
Pacific Star
Parsons Brinckerhoff
Perkins Development Reality
Portland Alliance
Portland Spirit
Portland Trail Blazers
Powell's Books
REACH Community Development
REACH Community Development
Schlesinger Companies
Schnitzer Steel
Shiels Obletz Johsen
Shiels Obletz Johsen
Shiels Obletz Johsen
South Metro Area Regional Transit
The Good Foot Lounge
The Support Group - Portland, Oregon
URS Corporation
URS Corporation
URS Corporation
URS Corporation
Willamette Riverkeeper

Individual
Fosler, Steve
Long, Shawn Marie
Castillo, Gale
Pearce, Susan
Sweitzer, Tiffany
Ronchelli, Owen
Markgraf, Tom
Bowers, Irene
Grund, Ted
Heykamp, Deek
Allen, Ken
McDowell, Rod
Bennett, Brian
Angel, Joe
Carlson, June
Perkins, Brad
McDonough, Sandra
Kingsley, Wayne
Isaac, J.E.
Powell, Mitch
Lyon, Laurel
Walsh, Dee
Williams, Rick
Gardner, Ann
Gustafson, Rick
MacNichol, D. Carter
Shiels, Roger
Massa, Jen
Meili, G.T.
Chapin, Nancy
Cullerton, John
Dorn, Mark
Kelly, Sharon
Post, Bob
Bass, Art

CITIZENS
Ake, Pamela
Allcock, Charlie
Baldwin, Bob
Barbour, Jason
Basel, Robert/Sandy
Bickerton, Michael
Bird, Frank
Bleiler, Chris
Bradley, John
Brandt, Jonathan
Brock, Carolyn
Burgel, Bill
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Individual
Carley, Bill
Coward, Lynne
Davis, N. Dickson "Dick"
Desrochers, Lindsay
Dufay, Anne
Dufay, Frank
Goldberg, Lisa
Hampsten, David
Hartnett, Susan
Hovenkotter, Maureen
Johnson, Lee
Kirk, Mary Egan
Klotz, Douglas
Kramer, Bud
Lawty, Sissy
Lonigro, Christopher
Madden, Greg
Marrs, Lance
Matson, Ryan
McGuire, Jeannie
Mershon, Jason
Miller, Jeff
Newlevant, Jack
Niles, Ann
Novack, Kenneth H.
Orem, Mary
Ormsby, Charles (Skip)
Parker, Richard H.
Parker, Terry R.
Pendergast, Joan
Perez, Martha
Persall, Charlie
Pettit, Harrison
Plager, Joshua
Pliska, Allen F.
Porter, Douglas
Quick, Vicki
Radway, Mike
Reznick, Steve
Rifer, Vernon, L.
Rothert, Anne
Satterlee, Steve
Schwab, Mary Ann
Sellin, Mary
Smith, Chris
Stark, Peter
Stephens, Donald (Don) T.
Tannler, Nancy
Taylor, Terry
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Individual
Thompson, Clay
VanBuskirk, Mark
Warwick, Mike
Weislogel, David
Wolz, John
Yeargers, Chris
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